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About Standard Life Investments

Standard Life Investments is a leading asset manager with an expanding
global reach. Our wide range of investment solutions is backed by our
distinctive Focus on Change investment philosophy, disciplined risk
management and shared commitment to a culture of investment excellence.
As active managers, we place significant
emphasis on rigorous research and a strong
collaborative ethos. We constantly think
ahead and strive to anticipate change before it
happens, ensuring that our clients can look to
the future with confidence.
As at 31 December 2016, Standard Life
Investments managed £277.9 billion* on
behalf of clients worldwide. Our investment
capabilities span equities, fixed income, real
estate, private equity, multi-asset solutions,
fund-of-funds and absolute return strategies.
Headquartered in Edinburgh, Standard Life
Investments employs around 1,700 talented
individuals. We maintain a presence in over
20 locations across Europe, North America,
Asia and Australia. In addition, we have
close relationships with leading domestic
asset managers in Asia, including HDFC Asset
Management in India and Sumitomo Mitsui
Trust Bank in Japan.

Our parent, Standard Life plc, was established
in 1825. A leading provider of long-term savings
and investments, Standard Life floated on the
London Stock Exchange in 2006 and is now
a FTSE 100-listed company. Standard Life
Investments launched as a separate company
in 1998 and quickly established a reputation
for innovation in pursuit of our clients’
investment objectives.
Our investors rank among some of the
world’s most sophisticated and high-profile
institutions. They include pension plans, banks,
mutual funds, insurance companies, fund-offund managers, endowments, foundations,
charities, official institutions, sovereign wealth
funds and government authorities.
*US$343.5 billion, €325.5 billion, AUD$474.2 billion,
CAD$460.5 billion. Exchange rates used are US dollar =
1.235649, euro = 1.171509, Australian dollar = 1.706463,
Canadian dollar = 1.657069, as at 31 December 2016
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Introducing Absolute Return
Global Bond Strategies

Absolute Return Global Bond Strategies targets a positive return and
sustainable, steady performance in a variety of market environments. We
target a return of cash* +3% each year (gross of fees) evaluated over rolling
three-year periods, with expected volatility of less than 5%. This is in line
with historical bond-market levels of return but with less uncertainty.
To achieve this objective, we seek genuine
diversification, investing across a wide range
of fixed income opportunities in both traditional
and advanced asset strategies. These include
credit, government bonds and currencies.
In addition, we routinely use a variety of
conventional derivatives for investment and
hedging purposes.
To maximise return potential, we combine a
broad range of macro and tactical positions to
create a portfolio of strategies that complement
each other, chosen specifically to work well
together in a wide array of economic outcomes.
* 3-month LIBOR (in the currency of the hedged share class)

Why choose an absolute
return solution?

Absolute return bond strategies represent
an effective way to accomplish this goal,
complementing government bond or investment
grade credit allocations. They target positive
returns throughout the economic cycle,
irrespective of market direction, interest rates
or economic growth. Importantly, they seek to
do so without the need for elevated levels of
risk and in a way which is uncorrelated with
traditional bond indices.
Since its inception, Standard Life Investments’
Absolute Return Global Bond Strategies has
successfully sought to do exactly this, targeting
consistent, lower-risk returns through extensive
diversification.

Five reasons to invest

A low interest rate environment presents
serious challenges to fixed income investors.
With market conditions likely to prove less
supportive for developed bond markets in
the future, there is growing interest in more
innovative fixed income strategies. These
provide scope to look beyond traditional
benchmark indices and are more closely aligned
with an investor’s specific return objectives.
In a challenging macroeconomic environment,
there is strong demand for strategies that seek
to reduce overall investment risks without
unduly sacrificing the returns available.

¬ Absolute return investment objective
combined with low-volatility expectation
¬ Provides extensive diversification across
a range of fixed income and currency
strategies
¬ Transparent portfolio positioning and
comprehensive return attribution
¬ Low correlation with government bonds
and credit
¬ Low, flat fee structure like a conventional
asset portfolio

Absolute Return Global Bond Strategies at a glance
Benchmark

3-month LIBOR (in the currency of the hedged share class)

Performance target

Benchmark +3% per annum gross of fees on a three-year rolling basis

Expected volatility

2-4% under normal circumstances (limit 5%)

Launch date

29 March 2011

Regulatory status

UCITS IV

Liquidity

Daily

Absolute Return Global Bond Strategies
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What is our investment approach?

Our investment philosophy is based on the belief that a fixed income
portfolio can benefit from a diversification of investment strategies as well
as differences in time horizons. We carefully select strategies by type and
time horizon to create a diversified and stable portfolio, where even if some
strategies fail to deliver, others can be expected to outperform.
Our investment process is driven by a top-down,
macro-oriented investment style, where the
portfolio consists of 20-30 individual investment
positions drawn from across the unconstrained
investment universe. We expect each one of
these strategies to deliver positive returns
in our central view of the world on an 18-24

Idea Generation

Fundamental
economic
analysis

months investment horizon. We also subject
the portfolio to a dynamic asset allocation
process, monitoring all exposures continually
and rigorously, and altering or closing them at
any point in time. In summary, we aim to build
a genuinely diversified fixed income portfolio,
driven by our fundamental macro view.

Valuation
modelling

Quantitative
modelling

Strategic Investment Group
¬Debate ¬Review
¬Ratify / Reject
Selection

Implementation

Position
sizing

Portfolio Risk
Diversification
measurement

Portfolio Management
Strategy
Final position
Execution
implementation
sizing

¬ Independent
Risk Analysis
¬ Counterparty Risk
Management
¬ Investment
Governance

Idea generation

Selection

We generate investment ideas from the
macroeconomic themes developed by our
multi-asset investing team. We also include the
tactical investment strategies that have been
adopted by our fixed income specialists.

Proposed strategies are reviewed and approved
by the Strategic Investment Group, our decisionmaking forum which provides expert qualitative
assessment and complements the stringent
quantitative analysis of our risk team. The
Strategic Investment Group bases its approval
of individual strategies on three criteria:

To select strategies, we follow a rigorous process
involving a range of investment techniques,
including fundamental macroeconomic analysis,
quantitative research and valuation modelling.
Strategies are then assessed from an expected
risk, return, diversity and liquidity perspective.
In addition, our risk experts analyse all ideas to
understand the risk impact of a new strategy,
both in isolation and on the portfolio as a whole.
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Scenario
analysis

Investment
Governance
& Oversight

Absolute Return Global Bond Strategies

¬ conviction in its return potential
¬ its effectiveness in mitigating risk
¬ its liquidity and scalability.

Implementation
We implement approved investment strategies
efficiently and effectively using conventional
market instruments, e.g. direct investment and
derivatives. The portfolio managers also make
active asset allocation decisions and ensure
the portfolio at all times meets robust risk
management constraints.

How do we construct the portfolio?

We invest in an unconstrained investment universe and have broad freedom
of choice in the instruments we can use. That enables us to find the
most compelling investment opportunities across the whole fixed income
universe and bring them together in a diversified way. Diversification is the
key element of our portfolio construction process.
In order to build a genuinely diversified portfolio
we divide all of the investment positions into
the following seven groups.
Credit
Positions providing exposure to bonds which
offer yield in excess of risk-free government
bonds (corporate, securitized or sovereign
credits, including their derivatives)
Duration
Positions providing directional exposure to
government bonds or interest rates or their
derivatives
Cross-market
Positions aiming to explore changes in relative
value between duration-equivalent government
bonds of different countries

When building these positions, we invest only
in fixed income instruments that offer daily
liquidity. We may also routinely implement
positions using conventional derivatives. We
use derivatives as they:
¬ allow efficient management of investment
risks
¬ broaden the range of available investment
positions, as some would not be accessible
using traditional approaches
¬ enhance portfolio liquidity
¬ reduce transaction costs.
We have significant experience in managing
derivative instruments and can reassure
investors that we provide:

Yield curve
Positions aiming to explore changes in the yield
differential between government bonds of the
same country in various maturities

¬ dedicated counterparty credit analysis and
selection

Inflation
Positions aiming to benefit from changes in
inflation expectations in either single countries
or relative between two countries

¬ daily collateral management.

Foreign exchange
Positions aiming to benefit from the change
in the FX rate between developed or emerging
currencies

¬ exposure control at a portfolio, instrument
and business level

We also hold a significant proportion of the
portfolio in cash and short-dated deposits to
meet the collateral and margin requirements of
those positions implemented using derivatives.

Volatility
Positions exploiting changes in expected
volatility of interest rates through swaptions or
similar instruments

Absolute Return Global Bond Strategies
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Who manages the portfolio?

Absolute Return Global Bond Strategies brings together the talent and
experience of two highly regarded teams.
Our fixed income team, which contains over 60
experienced investment professionals, has an
excellent track record across a range of bond
mandates. It works in partnership with our
multi-asset investing team, which comprises

over 50 experienced and dedicated individuals.
Together, they include many of the specialists
who help shape the macroeconomic strategy of
Standard Life Investments.

Three experienced professionals have specific responsibility for managing
Absolute Return Global Bond Strategies.

Roger Sadewsky
Investment Director
Multi-Asset Investing

Katy Forbes
Investment Director
Fixed Income

Adam Skerry
Investment Director
Fixed Income
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Roger has over 30 years’ industry experience and joined Standard Life Investments in 2004.
He began his career in rates before specialising in credit and credit derivatives. Prior to
joining the firm, he gained experience at Deutsche Bank and then at JP Morgan where
he was responsible for distributing credit products (cash and derivatives) to UK asset
managers. While working within Standard Life Investments’ credit team, Roger was
responsible for developing our macro expertise by working closely with the credit, rates and
multi-asset investing teams.

Katy began her career at Standard Life Investments in November 2001 where she worked
as an analyst in the treasury team. In 2006, she joined Standard Life Bank as an asset
and liability manager in the finance division. In October 2006, she re-joined Standard Life
Investments as a derivatives manager in the treasury team, and then transferred internally in
August 2008 to the inflation-linked bond team. Katy has 15 years’ investment experience.

Adam joined Standard Life Investments five years ago, having previously worked as
a Fixed Income Investment Manager at Baring Asset Management. He has 18 years’
industry experience. Since joining us, Adam has responsibility for the management of
nominal and index-linked gilt portfolios and acts as a manager on our Absolute Return
Global Bond Strategies Portfolio. He provides input on key market themes and trade
strategies relating to interest rates and inflation.

Absolute Return Global Bond Strategies

Contact details

For further information, please visit www.standardlifeinvestments.com
or contact us at one of the following offices.
Europe
Standard Life Investments
1 George Street
Edinburgh
United Kingdom
EH2 2LL
Telephone: +44 (0)131 225 2345
Standard Life Investments
90 St. Stephen’s Green
Dublin 2
Ireland
Telephone: +353(0) 1 639 7000
Standard Life Investments
30 St Mary Axe
London
EC3A 8BF
Telephone: +44 (0)207 868 5700
Standard Life Investments
1 Rue de Berri
75008 Paris
France
Telephone: +33 158 05 22 70
Standard Life Investments
Taunusanlage 11
60329 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
Telephone: +49 (0) 69 665721764

Standard Life Investments Limited
Engelbrektsgatan 9-11
114 32 Stockholm
Sweden
Telephone: +46 (0) 707 507353
Standard Life Investments Limited
4th Floor 10 Via Mazzini
20123 Milan
Italy
Telephone: +39 0249 543 231
Standard Life Investments Limited
3rd Floor Rennweg 22
8001 Zurich
Switzerland

North America

Asia

Standard Life Investments (USA) Ltd
One Beacon Street, 34th Floor
Boston
USA
MA 02108

Standard Life Investments (Hong Kong) Ltd
30th Floor LHT Tower
31 Queen’s Road Central
Hong Kong

Telephone: +1 617 720 7900
Standard Life Investments (USA) Ltd
299 Park Avenue, 6th Floor,
Room 655
New York, NY 10171
USA
Telephone: +1 212 739 0792

Telephone: +852 3589 3188
Standard Life Investments Limited
1201-01 China Resource Building
8 Jianguomenbei Avenue
Beijing 100005
People’s Republic of China
Telephone: +86 10 5811 1701

Standard Life Investments (USA) Ltd
11601 Wilshire Boulevard,
5th Floor, Room 505
Los Angeles
USA
CA 90025

Standard Life Investments (Hong Kong) Ltd
Korea Representative Office
21/F Seoul Finance Center
136 Sejong-daero
Jung-gu
Seoul, 100-768
Korea

Telephone: +1 310 235 1408

Telephone: +82 2 3782 4765

Standard Life Investments (USA) Ltd
First Canadian Place
100 King Street West
Suite 2525, PO Box 252
Toronto, Ontario, M5X 1C8
Canada

Standard Life Investments (Tokyo)
Tokyo Bankers Club
15f, 1-3-1 Marunouchi
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo
Japan

Standard Life Investments Limited
Piet Mondriaanplein 13
3812 GZ Amersfoort
The Netherlands

Telephone: +1 (647) 726 1424

Telephone: +81 3 3216 7246

Telephone: +31 6464 14172

Standard Life Investments Limited
Level 33 Chifley Tower
2 Chifley Square
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia

Telephone: +41 44 522 00 55
Standard Life Investments Limited
Office 23 Wing D Level 0 The
Crescent
Parc Scientifique
Route de Lennick 451
1070 Anderlecht
Brussels
Belgium
Telephone: +32 470 991 668

Australia

Telephone: +61 2 9947 1500

Visit us online

standardlifeinvestments.com
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Important Information
All information, opinions and estimates in this document are those of Standard Life Investments, and constitute
our best judgement as of the date indicated and may be superseded by subsequent market events or other
reasons. This material is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell, or solicitation
of an offer to purchase any security, nor does it constitute investment advice or an endorsement with respect
to any investment vehicle. Any offer of securities may be made only by means of a formal confidential private
offering memorandum. This material serves to provide general information and is not meant to be legal or tax
advice for any particular investor, which can only be provided by qualified tax and legal counsel.
Any offer of securities may be made only by means of a formal confidential private offering memorandum. This
document may not be used for the purpose of an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction or in any circumstance
in which such an offer or solicitation is unlawful or not authorized. An investment in any type of strategy is
speculative and involves certain risks. Prospective investors should ensure that they: (1) understand the
nature of the investment and the extent of their exposure to risk; (2) have sufficient knowledge, experience
and access to professional advisors to make their own legal, tax, accounting, and financial evaluation of the
merits and risks of participating in an investment in the strategy; and (3) consider the suitability of investing
in light of their own circumstances and financial condition. No investment process is free of risk and there is
no guarantee that the investment process described herein will be profitable. Investors may lose all of their
investments. Due to among other things, the volatile nature of the markets and the investment strategies
discussed herein, they may only be suitable for certain investors. No investment strategy or risk management
technique can guarantee return or eliminate risk in any market environment. Further, this information may be
amended or revoked at any time without notice.
The strategy makes extensive use of certain types of investment derivatives, such as options, futures,
forwards and swaps. These instruments involve risks different from, and in certain cases, greater than, the
risks presented by more traditional investments. Bonds are subject to varying degrees of interest-rate, credit,
liquidity, prepayment and extension, derivative and market risks. Generally, all other factors being equal,
bond prices move in the opposite direction of interest rate changes. The foregoing factors do not claim to be a
complete list or explanation of the risks involved in an investment in the strategy. As the investment markets
and strategy develop and change over time, an investment may be subject to additional and different risk
factors. No assurance can be made that profits will be achieved or that substantial losses will not be incurred.
In the U.S., risks are also described in the SLI (Corporate Funds) Limited ADV Part II and will vary depending on
the type of investment.
This material is not to be reproduced in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Standard
Life Investments.
Any data contained herein which is attributed to a third party (“Third Party Data”) is the property of (a) third
party supplier(s) (the “Owner”) and is licensed for use by Standard Life**. Third Party Data may not be copied or
distributed. Third Party Data is provided “as is” and is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. To the
extent permitted by applicable law, none of the Owner, Standard Life** or any other third party (including any
third party involved in providing and/or compiling Third Party Data) shall have any liability for Third Party Data
or for any use made of Third Party Data. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Neither the Owner
nor any other third party sponsors, endorses or promotes the fund or product to which Third Party Data relates.
**Standard Life means the relevant member of the Standard Life group, being Standard Life plc together with its
subsidiaries, subsidiary undertakings and associated companies (whether direct or indirect) from time to time.

Standard Life Investments Limited is registered in Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL. Standard Life Investments Limited is
authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Standard Life Investments (Hong Kong) Limited is licensed with and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong and is a whollyowned subsidiary of Standard Life Investments Limited.
Standard Life Investments Limited (ABN 36 142 665 227) is incorporated in Scotland (No. SC123321) and is exempt from the requirement to hold an
Australian financial services licence under paragraph 911A(2)(l) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (the ‘Act’) in respect of the provision of financial
services as defined in Schedule A of the relief instrument no.10/0264 dated 9 April 2010 issued to Standard Life Investments Limited by the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission. These financial services are provided only to wholesale clients as defined in subsection 761G(7) of the Act.
Standard Life Investments Limited is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority under the laws of the United
Kingdom, which differ from Australian laws.
Standard Life Investments Limited, a company registered in Ireland (904256) 90 St Stephen’s Green Dublin 2, is authorised and regulated in the UK by
the Financial Conduct Authority.
Standard Life Investments (USA) Limited is registered as an Exempt Market Dealer in Canada and as an Investment Adviser with the US Securities and
Exchange Commission. Standard Life Investments (Corporate Funds) Limited is registered as an Investment Adviser with the US Securities and Exchange Commission.
Calls may be monitored and/or recorded to protect both you and us and help with our training.
www.standardlifeinvestments.com © 2017 Standard Life, images reproduced under licence
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